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Degler! is published for apa L andvarious 
enemies by Andy Forter at 24 East 82nd 
Street, New York, N.Y., 10028 on the huge 
doom duplicatoro riease don’t eat the Butt 
on. Onward to ComiCon? Harry Warner for Taff!

Eastercon! KidWesCon! WesterCon!

bilbo Baggins for the Hugo!...and, uh, Harry Warner for Taff!...and, lessee now, I 
want Jayn Baby with my ’ heaties in the Morning!...and maybe even Green grow the li- 
locka when Fred Hollander eats Fine Cones.

Yes.

I had many important messages to give tonight. Some may be cryptic, some quite clear 
in intent. That is up to the reader to decide. But what of the greater caueal real
ity? What of the universe that Mietsze thought so much of? Where are all the flowers 
that Hulbert Burroughs used to play in? ’/l.y did Owen hannifen say "It's not whether 
you win or lose, it’s how you play the game" on the cover of the third apa F mailing? 
Where are the answers to these questions, and to the thousands more th-t our hearts 
long to ask but that our mojrths forev r seal into eternity? Inhere is the end of the 
beginning? How did Simak kill off the ants in the reality of the Websters? What did 
AV/ yngvi do when Bjo turned him into "an itsy bitsy teeny weeny yellow polka-dot 
dikini? Does anyone care? Why has Terry Carr stopped writing science fiction? How 
did 4ack harness commit sin and still remain pure? ’./heredo the rainbows go whsn the 
Orcs steal the gold at the end of them? Why do bees screw flowers? -Why does Freddy 
Whitledge have white hair? Why does Rill Blackbeard wish he had white hair? ’/here 
did Bjo get her freckles? How dirt; is the Cult, really? ’.'hat year did Fete Vorzimer 
gafiate? Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men? Where do clocks go when 
they die? What was the name of the little boy whose heart now sits on Bloch’s desk? 
Is Bloch really an Inca? Why is Andy Porter really Andy Silverberg, Robert’s Brother, 
in a clever legal disguise? Whatever happened to Damon Knight’s Cow Jokes? Why are 
they udderly insipid? Where does the money go when you’re making more of it? Who 
was Degler? Who is Wollheim? Why do we call Dave Van Arnam "Fats"? How many goats 
are there in a pizza pie? Why is Tucker a member of sex fandom? Why haven’t I gotten 
my FAPA FA this month? Why haven’t I ended these questions long ago?

Gary Deindorfer drinks raisin seeds along the apalachian trail::Comments on # *69*

django:Russ Brooker~I more and more like your artwork; the logo iilo for this one was 
quite well done, and I liked the cartoon on the back, altho I’m 

afraid I seem to have missed your somewhat obscure last line.

hyet Vremia #69; Bruce Pelz-I guess I had a freudian girdle when I mentioned SATA;
of course it was Twig Illoed that had the top quality

ditto work. Incidentally, I was looking thru a fanzino I found on the floor of Ted’s
basement, dittoed, and when I turned to the cover, found it were pubbed in April of
1940. And it wasn’t faded a bit. Maybe Dwain Kaiser uses the wrong type o-' masters
(Or maybe he talks too much about somethin" he doesn’t know enuf about). You can put 
me down as letting apa L have first dibs on anything I’ve published in it in the 
second year; altho there might be very few things worth reprinting, I’m much more 
amenable to Fred Patten havin' first dibs. If you throw mattresses in the back of 
your car for the TriCon trip you’re liable to be arrested for violating the Mann Act. 
The hound of the Bastervilles was well done and highly enjoyed; a must for the Best?

■' lit Ctevens: I knew I guy like you once. You two would have made great companions.



Rabanos Radiactivos s’169; 1 Patten- You have a few inclusions, eh? Veil, just
wait until I go to the I.E.E.Eo show in 

Parch; the only one who’ll be able to undertshand the inclusions will be Barry 
Gold, and even then he’ll have a little trouble.

Burn Before Reading #1;

your tail (disclaimer)?

Bjo-But surely, Bjo, how can you run for Ultimate Dictat
or? Aren’t you afraid of getting Commando Cody on

+++++++++++++++++++++
bell, that certainly was inspired mailing comments for this week, gang. Somewhere 
in the last half hour I seem to have run out of energy, and all like that-, And so 
I thikn (or think) I'll end this thing here with maybe a illo of sorts before I 
typo myself off of the page. Does Helen 5/8ths have freckles?
6 6________________________________________________________________________________ .
Len Bailes:

WHERE IS TT #14? 
____________________________________________we' ve_not_gotten it_in NY_as of_2/16/66

Keep your knees loose, and don’t take any wooden contraceptives.
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